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Abstract
Given l ą 2ν ą 2d ě 4, we prove the persistence of a Cantor–family of KAM tori of
measure Opε1{2´ν{lq for any non–degenerate nearly integrable Hamiltonian system
of class C lpDˆTdq, where D Ă Rd is a bounded domain, provided that the size ε of
the perturbation is sufficiently small. This extends a result by D. Salamon in [Sal04]
according to which we do have the persistence of a single KAM torus in the same
framework. Moreover, it is well–known that, for the persistence of a single torus,
the regularity assumption can not be improved.
Keywords : Nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems; KAM Theory; Smooth KAM Tori;
Arnold’s scheme; Integrability on Cantor–like set; Smoothing techniques.
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1 Introduction
KAM Theory asserts that, for sufficiently regular non–degenerate nearly integrable Ha-
miltonian systems, a Cantor–like family of KAM tori of the unperturbed part survive any
perturbation, being only slightly deformed, provided the perturbation is small enough.
Moreover, the family of KAM tori of the perturbed system is of positive Lebesgue mea-
sure and tends to fill up the phase space as the perturbation tends to zero. A natural
question is:
Question 1 In a fixed degrees of freedom d, how regular has to be the integrable Hamil-
tonian and the perturbation in order to get KAM tori?
It was Arnold [Arn63], inspired by the breakthrough of Kolmogorov [Kol54], who first
proved the persistence of positive measure set of KAM tori of a real-analytic integrable
Hamiltonian under a real-analytic perturbation, provided the latter is small enough. In
1962, J. Moser[Mos62b, Mos62a] proved in the framework of area–preserving twist map-
pings of an annulus, the persistence of invariant curves of integrable analytic systems
under Ck perturbation, but for k very high (k “ 333); which, later on, was brought down
by H. Ru¨ssmann [RKN70] to 5, which is very close to the optimal value 4` ι, ι ą 0. It is
worth mentioning that M. Herman [Her86] gave a counterexample of an area–preserving
twist mappings of an annulus of class C3´ι without any invariant curve. Translated into
the Hamiltonian context, its corresponds to d “ 2. Moser [Mos69] proved the continua-
tion of a single torus of an integrable real–analytic Hamiltonian under a perturbation of
class C l`2, with l ą 2d. Then Po¨schel [Po¨s80, Po¨s82], following an idea due to Moser,
showed that a Cantor–like family of KAM tori, of positive measure, of a non-degenerate
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integrable real–analytic Hamiltonian survive any sufficiently small perturbation of class
Ck, provided k ą 3d´ 1, and also showed that, for the persistence of a single torus of an
integrable real–analytic Hamiltonian, it is sufficient to require the perturbation to be of
class C l, provided l ą 2d. Later, refining this idea of Moser, D. Salamon [Sal04] showed
that, for the persistence of single torus, it sufficient that both of the integrable and per-
turbed part are of class C l, with l ą 2d. And, regarding the continuattion of a single torus
of the integrable system, the regularity assumption l ą 2d turns out to be also sharp (see
e.g. [Her86, CW13]). Then it has been widespread that
Conjecture 2 In d–degrees of freedom, a small perturbation of class C l of a non–degenerate
integrable Hamiltonian which is also of class C l, exhibits a positive measure set of KAM
tori iff l ą 2d.
Albrecht has proven in [Alb07] the persistence of KAM tori of a non–degenerate real–
analytic integrable system under small enough perturbations of class C2d. Yet, the KAM
tori of the perturbed system form a zero measure set.
Given α ą 0, τ ą 0, a vector ω P Rd is called pα, τq–Diophantine if
|ω ¨ k| ě α|k|τ
1
, @ k P Zdzt0u.
In this paper, we prove the “if” part of the Conjecture 2 i.e. , roughly speaking:
Theorem 3 Consider a Hamiltonian of the form Hpy, xq “ Kpyq`P py, xq where K,P P
C lpD ˆ Tdq and D Ă Rd is a non–empty and bounded domain.1 If K is non–degenerate
and l ą 2ν ą 2d then, all the KAM tori of the integrable system K whose frequency
are pα, τq–Diophantine, with α » ε1{2´ν{l and τ :“ ν ´ 1, do survive, being only slightly
deformed, where ε is the C l–norm of the perturbation P . Moreover, letting K be the
corresponding family of KAM tori of H, we have meas pD ˆ TdzK q “ Opε1{2´ν{lq.
To our best knowledge, the best result in this direction is due to A. Bounemoura and
consigned in his nice paper [Bou18], where he proved the persistence of positive measure
set filled by the KAM tori of H under the assumptions K P C l`2 and P P C l, with l ą 2d.
Bounemoura also pointed out that the region free of KAM tori is of measure Op?εq.
However this latter is not very clear to us. Indeed, in his proof, the Diophantine constant
α (corresponding to γ in [Bou18]) has been rescaled to one and this does not allow to
keep track of the power of α relatively to ε which is crucial for the measure estimate. The
point is that many other parameters of the KAM scheme, such as the analyticity domain
of each of the real–analytic approximations of the perturbation, do depend upon ε and
1A domain is an open and connected set.
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that need to be taken into account in the smallness condition and, in particular, in the
measure estimate.
In the present paper, under the sharper assumption K,P P C l and reasonable carefullness,
the measure estimate of the region free of KAM tori we are able to get is of Opε1{2´ν{lq,
which, netherless, yields in the limit l Ñ 8 the optimal bound in the real–analytic case
i.e. Op?εq ( see e.g. [Kou19, CK19]).
The proof shares two main features with [Bou18]. Firstly, our proof uses also a quantitative
approximation method of smooth functions by analytic functions introduced by Moser;
however, here we have to approximate not only the pertubed part, but also the integrable
part at each step of the KAM scheme as, unlike [Bou18], we do not linearize the integrable
part. Secondly, we also use the refined approximation given in [Ru¨s01, Theorem 7.2,
page 134] instead of truncating the Fourier expansion of the perturbation at each step of
the KAM scheme. But, unlike [Bou18], in this paper we use a KAM scheme a` la Arnold.2
The strategy is to prove a general quantitative KAM Step for real–analytic perturbation
of non–degenerate real–analytic integrable Hamiltonian systems (see Lemma 6). Then,
one approximates, in a quantitative manner, both the integrable and perturbed part by
a sequence of real–analytic functions on complex strips of widths decreasing to zero (see
Lemma 7), yielding a suitable real–analytic approximation of the perturbed Hamiltonian,
to each of which we apply the KAM Step. Then, one proves that indeed the procedure
converges.
2 Notation
‚ For d P N :“ t1, 2, 3, ...u and x, y P Cd, we let x ¨ y :“ x1y¯1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xdy¯d be the
standard inner product; |x|1 :“
dÿ
j“1
|xj | be the 1–norm, and |x| :“ max
1ďjďn
|xj | be the
sup–norm.
‚ Td :“ Rd{2πZd is the d–dimensional (flat) torus.
‚ For α ą 0, τ ě d´ 1 ě 1,
∆τα :“
"
ω P Rd : |ω ¨ k| ě α|k|τ
1
, @ 0 ­“ k P Zd
*
, (1)
is the set of pα, τq–Diophantine numbers in Rd.
‚ We denote by meas , the Lebesgue (outer) measure on Rd;
2Usually, in the literature, Moser’s idea is combined with his own KAM scheme (like [Po¨s80, Po¨s82,
Bou18] ) or with Kolmogorov scheme (like [Sal04, Chi12]).
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‚ Given l P R, we shall denote its integer part by rls and its fractional part by tlu;
‚ For l ą 0, A an open subset of Rd or of Rd ˆ Td, we denote by C lpAq the set of
continuously differentiable functions f on A up to the order rls such that f rls is
Ho¨lder–continuous with exponent tlu and with finite C l–norm define by:
}f}ClpAq :“ maxt}f}CrlspAq , }f l}CtlupAqu , }f}CrlspAq :“ max
kPNd
0ď|k|1ďrls
sup
A
|Bkyf | ,
}f l}CtlupAq :“ max
kPNd
|k|1“rls
sup
y1,y2PA
0ă|y1´y2|ă1
|Bkyfpy1q ´ Bkyfpy2q|{|y1 ´ y2|tlu .
When A “ Rd or A “ Rd ˆ Td, we will simply write }f}Cl for }f}ClpAq.
‚ For l ą 0, A any subset of Rd, we denote by C lW pAq, the set of functions of class C l
on A in the sense of Whitney.3
‚ For r, s ą 0, y0 P Cd, H ‰ D Ď Cd, we denote:
T
d
s :“
 
x P Cd : | Im x| ă s( {2πZd ,
Brpy0q :“
 
y P Rd : |y ´ y0| ă r
(
, py0 P Rdq ,
Drpy0q :“
 
y P Cd : |y ´ y0| ă r
(
,
Dr,spy0q :“ Drpy0q ˆ Tds ,
Dr,spDq :“
ď
y0PD
Dr,spy0q .
‚ If 1d :“ diag p1q is the unit pdˆdqmatrix, we denote the standard symplectic matrix
by
J :“
ˆ
0 ´1d
1d 0
˙
.
‚ For D Ă Cd, Ar,spDq denotes the Banach space of real–analytic functions with
bounded holomorphic extensions to Dr,spDq, with norm
} ¨ }r,s,D :“ sup
Dr,spDq
| ¨ | .
‚ We equip Cd ˆ Cd with the canonical symplectic form
̟ :“ dy ^ dx “ dy1 ^ dx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dyd ^ dxd ,
and denote by φtH the associated Hamiltonian flow governed by the Hamiltonian
Hpy, xq, y, x P Cd.
3We refer the reader for instance to [Kou19, Appendix E, page 207] for details.
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‚ Given a linear operator L from the normed space pV1, } ¨ }1q into the normed space
pV2, } ¨ }2q, its “operator–norm” is given by
}L} :“ sup
xPV1zt0u
}Lx}2
}x}1 , so that }Lx}2 ď }L} }x}1 for any x P V1.
‚ Given ω P Rd, the directional derivative of a C1 function f with respect to ω is
given by
Dωf :“ ω ¨ fx “
dÿ
j“1
ωjfxj .
‚ If f is a (smooth or analytic) function on Td, its Fourier expansion is given by
f “
ÿ
kPZd
fk e
ik¨x , fk :“ 1p2πqd
ż
Td
fpxq e´ik¨x dx ,
(where, as usual, e :“ expp1q denotes the Neper number and i the imaginary unit).
We also set:
xfy :“ f0 “ 1p2πqd
ż
Td
fpxq dx .
3 Assumptions
‹ Let l ą 2ν :“ 2pτ ` 1q ą 2d ě 4. and D Ă Rd be a non–empty, bounded domain.
‹ On the phase space D ˆ Td, consider the Hamiltonian
Hpy, xq :“ Kpyq `Ppy, xq,
where K,P P C lpD ˆ Tdq are given functions with finite l–norms }K}ClpDq and
ε :“ }P}ClpDˆTdq.
‹ Assume that Ky is locally–uniformely invertible; namely that detKyypyq ‰ 0 for all
y P D and
T :“ }T }C0pDq ă 8, T pyq :“ Kyypyq´1.
Set4
K :“ max  1, }K}ClpDq( , θ :“ TK ě 1.
4Indeed, θ ě }T py0q}}Kyypy0q} “ }T py0q}}T py0q´1} ě 1, for any y0 P D .
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‹ Let α P p0, 1q and set
α˚ :“ α ll´2ν , D 1 :“ ty P D : Bα˚pyq Ď Du and Dα :“ ty P D 1 : Kypyq P ∆ταu .
‹ Finally, set
σ :“
ˆ
ε3{2
θ2l{να
?
K
˙1{pl`νq
, β0 :“ min
"
l
2ν
´ 1` 1
ν
, 2
*
.
4 Theorem
Under the notations and assumptions of § 2 and 3, the following Theorem holds.
Theorem 4
Part I: There exist positive constants c “ cpd, τ, lq ă 1 and c1 “ c1pd, τ, lq ă 1 such that,
if
α ď c K , and ε ď c K´ l`2νl´2ν θ´aα 2ll´2ν . (2)
where a :“ pl ´ 2νq´1maxtp6 ` 2lν´1qpl ` νq ´ 2lpl ´ νq, 2lpl ` 3νqν´1u, then, the fol-
lowing holds. There exist D˚ Ă D having the same cardinality as Dα, a lipeomorphism
G˚ : Dα
ontoÝÑ D˚, a function K˚ P C2W pD˚,Rq and an embedding φ˚ : D˚ ˆ Td Ñ K :“
φ˚pD˚ ˆ Tdq Ă D ˆ Td of class CβW (for any 0 ă β ă β0) such that5
By˚K˚ ˝G˚ “ ByK on Dα , (3)
H ˝ φ˚py˚, xq “ K˚py˚q, @ py˚, xq P D˚ ˆ Td. (4)
Furthermore,
}G˚ ´ id}Dα ď ε
3τ
2pl`νqα
l`1
l`νK
´τ
2pl`νq θ
´1´ 2lτ
νpl`νq , }G˚ ´ id}L,Dα ă 1{2 , (5)
sup
D˚ˆTd
maxt|Wpφ˚ ´ idq| , }π2pBxφ˚ ´ 1dq}u ď 8θ´2plog ρ´1q´2ν ă 1 , (6)
where ρ :“ pεl´2να´2νKl`2νθ4lq1{pl`νq and W :“ diag pKpασνq´11d, σ´11dq.
Moreover, Bα˚{2pD˚q Ď D, K is foliated by KAM tori of H.6
Part II: Assume furthermore that the boundary BD of D is a smooth hypersurface of
Rd and
0 ă α ď min
"
RpDq
6
,
1
2
minfoc pBDq
*
, (7)
5Notice that the derivatives are taken in the sense of Whitney.
6See (i) in Remark 5 below.
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where minfoc pBDq denotes the minimal focal distance of BD and7
RpDq :“ suptR ą 0 : BRpyq Ď D , for some y P Du .
Then, the following measure estimate holds:
meas pD ˆ TdzK q ď p3πqd
ˆ
2Hd´1pBDq pε` C pε2 ` meas pD 1zDαq˙ , (8)
where8 RBD denotes the curvature tensor of BD, k2jpRBDq, the p2jq–th integrated mean
curvature of BD in Rd,
pε :“ max!ε 3τ2pl`νqα l`1l`νK ´τ2pl`νq θ´1´ 2lτνpl`νq , α˚) ,
and
C “ Cpd, τ, l, ε, α,T,K,RBDq :“ 2
rd´1
2
sÿ
j“1
pε2j´1k2jpRBDq
1 ¨ 3 ¨ ¨ ¨ p2j ` 1q .
Remark 5 (i) From (3) and (4), one deduces that the embedded d–tori
Tω˚,ε :“ φ˚
´
y˚,T
d
¯
, y˚ P D˚ , ω˚ :“ By˚K˚py˚q P ∆τα , (9)
are non-degenrate, invariant, Lagrangian Kronecker tori of class CβW (0 ă β ă β0) for H, i.e.
KAM tori, with Diophantine frequency ω˚ i.e.
φtH ˝ φ˚py˚, xq “ φ˚py˚, x` ω˚tq , @ x P Td. (10)
Indeed, as each φj is symplectic, we have
φtHj´1 ˝ φj “ φj ˝ φtHj´1˝φj . (11)
Now, pick y˚ P D˚ and yj P Dj converging to y˚. Letting ω˚ :“ By˚K˚py˚q, we have
φt
Hj´1˝φj
pyj , xq p25q“ pyj, x` tω˚q `Opr´1j }Pj}rj ,sj ,Dj ` |yj ´ y˚|q , lim
jÑ8
r´1j }Pj}rj ,sj ,Dj
p29q“ 0.
(12)
Then, recalling that Hj converges uniformly to H on R
d ˆ Td, we have, for any x P Td,
φtH ˝ φ˚py˚, xq “ lim
jÑ8
φtHj´1 ˝ φjpyj, xq
p11q“ lim
jÑ8
φj ˝ φt
Hj´1˝φj
pyj , xq
p12q“ φ˚py˚, x` tω˚q,
7Observe that the condition α ď RpDq{6 ensures that the interior of D 1 is non–empty.
8We refer the reader to [CK19, Kou19] for more details.
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and (10) is proven.
(ii) Choosing α » ε1{2´ν{l in (2), we get pε “ Opε1{2´1{lq and therefore, plugging them into (8),
we obtain
meas pDzK q “ Opε 12´ νl q, (13)
which agrees for l Ñ 8 with the sharp measure of KAM tori for smooth Hamiltonian systems
i.e. Op?εq.
It is worth mentioning that, in order to get (13), the smoothness assumption on the boundary
of the domain can be removed using a different argument. The argument consists in slicing
the domain into small pieces, then construct in each of those pieces a family of KAM tori and
estimate their respective relative measures, and finally some them all up (see [CK19, Kou19] for
more details).
5 Proof of Theorem 4
5.1 General step of the KAM scheme
Lemma 6 Let r ą 0, 0 ă 2s0 ď 2σ ă s ď 1, D7 Ă Rd be a non–empty, bounded domain.
Consider the Hamiltonian
Hpy, xq :“ Kpyq ` P py, xq ,
where K,P P Ar,spD7q. Assume that
detKyypyq ­“ 0 , T pyq :“ Kyypyq´1 , @ y P D7 ,
}Kyy}r,D7 ď K , }T }D7 ď T ,
}P }r,s,D7 ď ε , KypD7q Ă ∆τα .
(14)
Assume that
σ´ν
ε
αr
ď ρ ď 1
4
and r ď α
K
σν . (15)
Let
θ :“ TK , λ :“ log ρ´1 , κ :“ 6σ´1λ , rˇ ď r
32dTK
, r¯ď min
! α
2dKκν
, rˇ
)
,
σ¯ ď σ
σ0
, r˜ :“ rˇσ¯
16dTK
, s¯ :“ s ´ 2
3
σ , s1 :“ s´ σ , L :“ C0 θTε
rr˜
.
(16)
Assume:
L ď σ¯
3
. (17)
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Then, there exists a diffeomorphism G : Dr˜pD7qÑGpDr˜pD7qq, a symplectic change of co-
ordinates
φ1 “ id ` φ˜ : Dr¯{2,s1pD 17q Ñ Dr¯`rσ{3,s¯pD7q, (18)
such that #
H ˝ φ1 “: H 1 “: K 1 ` P 1 ,
By1K 1 ˝G “ ByK, det B2y1K 1 ˝G ‰ 0 on D7 ,
(19)
with K 1py1q :“ Kpy1q` rKpy1q :“ Kpy1q` xP py1, ¨qy. Indeed, G “ pBy1K 1q´1 ˝Ky. Moreover,
letting
`B2y1K 1py1q˘´1 “: T py1q ` rT py1q, y1 P GpD7q, the following estimates hold.
}B2y1 rK}r{2,D7 ď KL , }G´ id}r˜,D7 ď r˜L , }rT }D 17 ď TL ,
maxt}W φ˜}r¯{2,s1,D 17 , }π2Bx1φ˜}r¯{2,s1,D 17u ď L , }P 1}r¯{2,s1,D 17 ď C1 ρ ε ,
(20)
where
D
1
7 :“ GpD7q ,
`B2y1K 1py1q˘´1 “: T ˝G´1py1q ` rT py1q , @ y1 P D 17 ,
W :“ diag pr´11d, σ´11dq .
Proof The proof follows essentially the same lines as the one of the KAM Step in [Kou19]
(see also [CK19]) modulo two changes:
(i) To construct the generating function, as in [Bou18], we use the approximation given
in [Ru¨s01, Theorem 7.2, page 134] instead of truncating the Fourier expansion of P .
(ii) We use systematically the estimate in 2. of Lemma A.2 to estimate the generating
function as well as its derivatives.
Those two modifications improve a lot the KAM Step; in particular it yields the optimal
power of the lost of regularity σ, which is crucial in the KAM Theory for finitely differ-
entiable Hamiltonian systems, at least from the Moser’s “analyticing” idea point of view.
We refer the reader to Appendix B for an outline of the proof.
5.2 Characterization of smooth functions by mean of real–analytic
functions
The following two Lemmata, which will be needed from Lemma 9 on and may be found
in [Chi03, Sal04].
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Lemma 7 (Jackson, Moser, Zehnder) Given l ą 0, there exists C1 “ C1pd, lq ą 0
such that for any f P C lpRdq and for any s ą 0, there exists a real–analytic function
fs : Os :“ tpy, xq P Cd ˆ Cd : | Im py, xq| ă su Ñ C satisfying the following:
sup
Os
|fs| ď C1}f}C0, sup
αPNd
|α|1ďl1
sup
O
s1
|Bαfs ´ Bαfs1| ď C1}f}Cl sl´l1, }f´fs}Cl1 ď C1}f}Cl sl´l
1
,
(21)
for any 0 ă s1 ă s and any 0 ď l1 ď l with l1 P N. If, in addition, f is periodic in some
component yj or xj, then so is fs in that component.
Lemma 8 (Bernstein, Moser) Assume that tfjujě0 is a sequence of real–analytic func-
tions defined respectively on Oj :“ tpy, xq P Cd ˆ Cd : | Im py, xq| ă sju such that
sup
Oj
|fj ´ fj´1| ď γ slj´1, @ j ě 1,
where l P R`zZ, γ ą 0 and sj :“ s0ξj, with s0 ą 0 and 0 ă ξ ă 1. Then, fj converges
uniformly on Rd to a function f P C lpRd ˆ Tdq. Moreover, if all the fj are periodic in
some component yi or xi, then so is f in that component.
5.3 Iteration of the KAM step and convergence
Let K, T, θ, ε, σ, ρ, α˚ be as in §3 and 4. Let 0 ă ι ă 1 ´ 2ν{l, 0 ă m ă l{2 ´ ν,
0 ă pm ă mintpm ` 1q{ν, 2u, rm ą 1, l1 :“ maxtp3 ` 2rm ` 2l{νqpl ` νq{pl ´ 2νq ´ 2lpl ´
νq{pl ´ 2νq, 2lpl ` 3νq{pνpl ´ 2νqqu and for j ě 0, let
σ0 :“ C´12 σ , s0 :“ 4σ0 , r0 :“ ασν0{p2Kq , λ :“ log ρ´1 ,
ξ :“ pθ1{νλq´1, σj :“ σ0ξj, sj :“ 4σj “ 4σ0ξj, σ¯j :“ pσj{σ0qm “ ξmj , κj :“ 6σ´1j λ,
rj :“ r0ξνj , rˇj`1 :“ r0
64dθ
ξνj , r˜j`1 :“ r0
211d2θ2
ξpν`mqj , ξ0 :“ s0 , ξj`1 :“ σj ,
Sj :“ ty P Cd : | Im pyq| ă ξju , Oj :“ tpy, xq P Cd ˆ pCd{Zdq : | Im py, xq| ă ξju ,
} ¨ }ξj :“ sup
Oj
| ¨ | .
First of all, we extend K and P to the whole phase space Rd ˆ Td.
5.3.1 Extension of K and P to the whole space
First of all, there exist9 C0 “ C0pd, lq ą 0 and a Cut–off χ P CpCdq X C8pRdq with
0 ď χ ď 1, suppχ Ă Dα˚pD 1q, χ ” 1 on Dα˚{2pD 1q and for any k P Nd with |k|1 ď l,
}Bkyχ}Rd ď C0 α´|k|1˚ .
9see for instance [Kou19, Lemma 2.2.1]
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By the Fa`a Di Bruno’s Formula[CS96], there exists C1 “ C1pd, lq ą 0 such that for any
f P C lpRd ˆ Tdq, we have
}χ ˝ π1 ¨ f}Cl ď C1 α´l˚ }f}Cl. (22)
Let pK P C lpRdq such that10 }T }D}pK ´ K}ClpDq ď C´11 αl˚{4. Thus, pKyy “ Kyyp1d `
T ppKyy´Kyyqq is invertible on D and }ppKyyq´1}D ď 2}T }D . Then, K :“ pK`χ ¨ pK´ pKq P
C lpRd ˆ Tdq, K ” K on Dα˚{2pD 1q and
}K}Cl
p22qď }K}Cl ` C1 α´l˚ }pK´K}Cl ď }K}Cl ` }T }Cl{4 ă 2}K}Cl
and
}ppKyyq´1B2ypχ ¨ pK´ pKqq}D ď }ppKyyq´1}D ¨ C1 α´l˚ }pK´K}Cl ď 1{2.
Therefore, Kyy is in particular invertible and }pKyyq´1}D ď 2}ppKyyq´1}D ď 4}T }D .
Similarly, one extends P to a function P P C lpRd ˆ Tdq such that K ” K on Dα˚{2pD 1q
and }P }Cl ď 2}P}Cl. Now, letting H :“ K ` P , we have H|Dα˚{2pD 1q “ H. Hence, it does
not make any difference for us replacing H by H since the invariant tori we shall construct
live precisely in Dα˚{2pD 1q as r0
p23qă α˚{2.
Let Kj (resp. Pj) be the real–analytic approximationKξj (resp. Pξj ) ofK (resp. P ) defined
on Oj given by Lemma 7. Then, the following holds.
Lemma 9 Set D0 :“ ty P Rd : ByK0pyq P ByKpDαqu. Assume that
α ď C´1
3
K and C3 ε K
l`2ν
l´2ν θl
1
α
´2l
l´2ν ď 1 . (23)
Then the following assertions pPjq, j ě 1, hold. There exist a sequence of sets Dj, a
sequence of diffeomorphisms Gj : Dr˜jpDj´1q Ñ GjpDr˜j pDj´1qq, a sequence of real–analytic
symplectic transformations
φj : Drj ,sjpDjq Ñ Dσj´1,σj´1pDj´1q , (24)
such that, setting Hj´1 :“ Kj´1 ` Pj´1, we have
GjpDj´1q “ Dj Ă Drj , Gj “ pByKjq´1 ˝ ByKj´1 ,
det B2yKjpyq ‰ 0, Tjpyq :“ B2yKjpyq´1 , @ y P Dj ,
Hj :“ Hj´1 ˝ φj “: Kj ` Pj on Drj ,sjpDjq , (25)
(26)
10Observe that C´1
1
αl˚{4 ă 1{4.
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where φj :“ φ1 ˝ φ2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ φj and K0 :“ K0.
Moreover,
}Gj ´ id}r˜j ,Dj´1 ď r˜j ξp2 rm´1qνξmpj´1q , }ByGj ´ 1d}r˜j ,Dj´1 ď 4Tξp2 rm´1qνξ2mpj´1q , (27)
}B2yKj}rj ,Dj ă 2K , }Tj}Dj ă 2T , Tj :“ pB2yKjq´1 , (28)
}Pj}rj ,sj ,Dj ď C1 K ξlj´1 , (29)
max
 }Wjpφj ´ idq}rj ,sj ,Dj , }π2Bxpφj ´ idq}rj ,sj ,Dj( ď ξp2 rm´1qνξmpj´1q , (30)
where Wj :“ diag pr´1j´11d, σ´1j´11dq.
Remark 10 Observe that
sj ` σj´1{3 “ p3ξ ` 1qσj´1{3
p23qă 2σj´1{3 ă sj´1{2 , (31)
2rj ` rj´1σj´1{3
p23qă rj´1{4` rj´1{6 ă rj´1{2 , (32)
2rj ` rj´1σj´1{3
p23qă σν0ξj ` σj´1{3 “ στ0σj ` σj´1{3 ă σj´1 , (33)
which combined with (18) imply
φjpDrj ,sjpDjqq Ă Dσj´1,σj´1pDj´1q
č
Drj´1{2,sj´1{2pDj´1q , (34)
and, in particular, (24).
Proof
Step 1: We check pP1q. We have
}P0}r0 ď }P0}ξ0
p21qď C1}P }C0. (35)
From
B2yK0 “ B2yKp1d ` TB2ypK0 ´Kqq
and
}TB2ypK0 ´Kq}r0,D0 ď sup
S0
}TB2ypK0 ´Kq}
p21qď C1θ sl´20 ď
1
2
,
it follows that B2yK0 is invertible, }B2yK0}r0,D0 ď 2K and
}pB2yK0q´1 ´ T}D0 ď 2TC1θ sl´20 ă T , }pB2yK0q´1}D0 ă 2T. (36)
Thus, thanks to (23), we can apply Lemma 6 and get pP1q.
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Step 2: We assume pPjq holds for some j ě 1 and check pPj`1q. Write
Hj :“ Kj ` Pj “ Hj´1 ` pKj ´Kj´1q ` pPj ´ Pj´1q.
By the inductive assumption and (34), we have
Hj ˝ φj “ Hj´1 ˝ φj ` pKj ´Kj´1q ˝ φj ` pPj ´ Pj´1q ˝ φj
“ Kj ` Pj ` pKj ´Kj´1q ˝ φj ` pPj ´ Pj´1q ˝ φj
“ Kj ` Pj on Drj ,sjpDjq ,
where Kj :“ Kj and Pj :“ Pj ` pKj ´Kj´1q ˝ φj ` pPj ´ Pj´1q ˝ φj, with
}B2yKj}rj ,Dj ă 2K, }pB2yKjq´1}Dj ă 2T (37)
and
}Pj}rj ,sj ,Dj ď }Pj}rj ,sj ,Dj ` }pKj ´Kj´1q ˝ φj}rj ,sj ,Dj ` }pPj ´ Pj´1q ˝ φj}rj ,sj ,Dj
p24q`p29q`p34qď C1Kξlj´1 ` }Kj ´Kj´1}ξj ` }Pj ´ Pj´1}ξj
p21qď C1Kξlj´1 ` C1Kξlj´1 ` C1 ε ξlj´1
p23qď 3C1Kξlj´1 . (38)
Now, in order to apply Lemma 6 to Hj ˝ φj “ Kj ` Pj , we need only to check (15) and
(17) as
B2yKjpDjq def“ B2yKjpGjpDj´1qq “ B2yKj´1pDj´1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ B2yK0pD0q Ă ∆ατ .
Indeed, we have,
rj “ r0ξνj ď α
2K
σνj
p37qď ασνj {}B2yKj}rj ,sj ,Dj ,
σ´ν
1
}P1}r1,s1,D1
αr1
ρ´1
p38qď C2σl0
K
εξ2ν
p23qď 1,
3C0
θT}P1}r1,s1,D1
r1r˜2σ¯1
p38qď C2σl´2ν0
θ6`mK2
α2
λ2pν`mq
p23qď ξp2 rm´1qν ,
and, for j ě 2,
σ´νj
}Pj}rj ,sj ,Dj
αrj
ρ´1 ď C2σl0
K
ε
ξpl´2νqj´2l ď C2σl0
K
ε
ξ´2l
p23qď 1 ,
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3C0
θT}Pj}rj ,sj ,Dj
rj r˜j`1σ¯j
p38qď C2σl´2ν0
θ4`2l{ν K2
α2
λ2l
p23qď ξp2 rm´1qν .
Now, observe that
C1ρ ¨ 3C1Kξlj´1 “ C1Kξlj ¨ C1ρpθ1{ν log ρ´1ql ď C1Kξlj ¨ C1θl{νρ1{2
p23qď C1Kξlj.
Therefore, applying Lemma 6, we get pPj`1q.
5.3.2 Convergence of the procedure
Now, we are in position to prove the convergence of the KAM scheme.
Lemma 11 Under the assumptions and notation in Lemma 9, the following holds.
piq the sequence Gj :“ Gj ˝ Gj´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ G2 ˝ G1 converges uniformly on D0 to a lipeo-
morphism G˚ : D0 Ñ D˚ :“ G˚pD0q Ă D and G˚ P C1W pD0q .
piiq Pj converges uniformly to 0 on D˚ ˆ Tds˚ in the C2W topology ;
piiiq φj converges uniformly on D˚ ˆ Td to a symplectic transformation
φ˚ : D˚ ˆ Td intoÝÑ D ˆ Td;
with φ˚ P C pmW pD˚ ˆ Tdq and supD˚ |W1pφ˚ ´ idq| ď 8ξp2 rm´1qν .
pivq Kj converges uniformly on D˚ to a function K˚ P C2` pmW pD˚q, with
By˚K˚ ˝G˚ “ ByK0 on D0 , (39)
H ˝ φ˚py˚, xq “ K˚py˚q , @py˚, xq P D˚ ˆ Td . (40)
Proof The proof is essentially the same as for [Kou19, Lemma 6.3.3, page. 167] , which,
in turn, is based on [Kou19, Lemma E.2, page. 207]. For the reader’s convenience, we give
the proof for φj; the proofs for Gj and Pj are similar. First of all, observe that, for any
j ě 1,
}WjW´1j`1} “ ξ and }WjpDφj ´ 12dqW´1j }rj{2,sj{2,Dj
p30qď 2ξ2p rm´1qνξmpj´1q. (41)
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Thus, observing W1Dφ
jW´1j “ pW1Dφ1W´11 qpW1W´12 q ¨ ¨ ¨ pWjDφjW´1j q, we then get from
(41):
}W1DφjW´1j }rj{2,sj{2,Dj ď ξj´1
jź
i“1
p1` 2ξ2p rm´1qνξmpi´1qq
ď ξj´1 expp4ξ2p rm´1qνq p23qď 2ξj´1, (42)
so that, writing φj ´ φj´1 “ φj´1 ˝ φj ´ φj´1, it follows, for any j ě 2,
}W1pφj ´ φj´1q}rj ,sj ,Dj
p34qď }W1Dφj´1W´1j´1}rj´1{2,sj´1{2,Dj´1}Wj´1W´1j }}Wjpφj ´ idq}rj ,sj,Dj
p30q`p42q`p41qď 4ξp2 rm´1qνξpm`1qpj´1q ,
so that ÿ
jě2
}W1pφj ´ φj´1q}rj ,sj ,Dj r´ pmj ď 4ξp2 rm´1qν r´ pm1 ÿ
jě2
ξpm`1´ pmνqpj´1q ă 8,
from which we conclude that φ˚ P C pmW pD˚ ˆ Tdq, and, in particular,
sup
D˚
|W1pφ˚ ´ idq| ď 8ξp2 rm´1qν .
Now, by Lemma 8, it follows that the sequence Hj converges in the C
l–topology uniformly
to H on Rdˆ Td. Thus, passing letting j Ñ 8 in Kj “ Hj ˝ φj ´ Pj yields (39) and (40).
5.4 Completion of the Proof of Theorem 4
Choose rm :“ 3{2, β :“ pm. Then, one checks easily that (2) implies (23) and, therefore,
Lemmata 9 and 11 hold. Thus, the map G0 :“ pByK0|Br˜1{4pDαqq
´1 ˝ ByK is well-defined on
Br˜0pDαq and satisfies
G0pBr˜0pDαqq Ă Br˜1{2pD0q , max t}G0 ´ id}r˜0,Dα, ξ0}ByG0 ´ 1d}r˜0,Dαu ď 2C1θξl´10 , (43)
where K0 :“ K0 and r˜0 :“ r˜1{p16dθq. Indeed, fix y0 P Dα and consider the auxiliary
function f : Br˜1{4py0q ˆ Br˜0py0q Q py, zq ÞÝÑ ByK0pyq ´ ByKpzq.Then, for any py, zq P
Br˜1{4py0q ˆBr˜0py0q
}1d ´ T py0qfypy, zq} ď }T py0q}}B2ypK0 ´Kqpy0q ` pB2yK0pyq ´ B2yK0py0qq}
p21qď TpC1Kξl´20 ` 2dC1Kξ´10 r˜1{4qď 2C1pθσl´20 ` αστ0 q
p2qď 1
2
,
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and
2}T py0q}|fpy0, zq| ď 2T|BypK0 ´Kqpy0q ` pByKpy0q ´ ByKpzqq|
p21qď 2TpC1Kξl´10 ` dKr˜0q ă 4dθr˜0 “ r˜1{4.
Thus, by Lemma A.2, G0 “ pByK0q´1 ˝ByK is well-defined11 on Br˜0pDαq and the first part
of (43) holds and we now prove its second part. In fact, for any y P Br˜0py0q,
|G0pyq ´ y| “ |pByK0q´1pKypyqq ´ pByK0q´1 pKypyq ` BypK0 ´Kqpyqq |
ď }pB2yK0q´1}r˜1{4,Dα}BypK0 ´Kq}Cl
p21qď 2TC1Kξl´10 .
Moreover
}ByG0´1d}r˜0,Dα “ }p1d`TB2ypK0´Kqq´1´1d}r˜0,Dα ď 2T}B2ypK0´Kq}r˜0,Dα
p21qď 2C1θξl´20 ,
which completes the proof of (43).
Now, let12 G˚ :“ G˚ ˝ G0. Thus, D0
Ş
Br˜1{4pDαq “ G0pDαq and, therefore, denoting
G˚pDαq again by D˚, the relations (3) and (4) then follows. Next, we estimate φ˚. We
have, for any i ě 2,
}W1pφi ´ idq}ri,si,Di ď }W1pφi´1 ˝ φi ´ φiq}ri,si,Di ` }W1pφi ´ idq}ri,si,Di
ď }W1pφi´1 ´ idq}ri´1,si´1,Di´1 `
˜
i´1ź
j“1
}WjW´1j`1}
¸
}Wipφi ´ idq}ri,si,Di
p30q`p41qď }W1pφi´1 ´ idq}ri´1,si´1,Di´1 ` ξp2 rm´1qνξpm`1qpi´1q ,
when iterated, yields
}W1pφi ´ idq}ri,si,Di ď ξp2 rm´1qν ÿ
jě1
ξpm`1qpj´1q ď 2ξp2 rm´1qν .
Therefore, taking the limit over i completes the proof of (6).
Next, we prove (5). Set G0 :“ G0, G´1 :“ id and D´1 :“ Dα. Then, for any j ě 0,
}Gj ´ id}D0 “
ÿ
iě0
}Gi`1 ´Gi}D0 ď
ÿ
iě0
}Gi`1 ˝Gi ´Gi}D0
“
ÿ
iě0
}Gi`1 ´ id}Di ď
ÿ
iě0
}Gi`1 ´ id}r˜i`1,Di
p27q`p43qď 22l´1C1θσl´10 ` 2r˜1 ξp2 rm´1qν p2qď αστ0{θ2,
11In fact, the graph of G0 is precisely the set of solutions of the equation fpy, zq “ 0.
12Observe that G˚ is well-defined by (43).
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then, letting j Ñ8 yields the first part of (5).
Next, we show that }G˚ ´ id}L,Dα ă 1, which will imply that13 G˚ : Dα ontoÝÑ D˚ is a
lipeomorphism. Indeed, for any j ě 0, we have
}Gj ´ id}L,Dα ` 1 “ }pGj ´ idq ˝Gj´1 ` pGj´1 ´ idq}L,Dα ` 1
ď }Gj ´ id}L,Gj´1pDαq}Gj´1}L,Dα ` }Gj´1 ´ id}L,Dα ` 1
ď }Gj ´ id}L,Gj´1pDαqp}Gj´1 ´ id}L,Dα ` 1q ` }Gj´1 ´ id}L,Dα ` 1
ď p}BzGj ´ 1d}r˜j{2,Dj´1 ` 1qp}Gj´1 ´ id}L,Dα ` 1q
which iterated and using Cauchy’s estimate leads to14
}Gj ´ 1d}L,Dα ď ´1`
8ź
i“0
p}BzGj ´ 1d}r˜i{2,Di´1 ` 1q
p27q`p43qď ´1` exp
˜
22l´3C1θσ
l´2
0
`
8ÿ
i“1
ξp2 rm´1qνξmpj´1q
¸
ď ´1` exp `22l´3C1θσl´20 ` 2ξp2 rm´1qν˘ p2qă 1{2 .
Thus, letting j Ñ 8, we get that G˚ is Lipschitz continuous and (5) is proven. Let us
now prove the bound on π2pBxφ˚ ´ 1dq in (6). For, set
u˜j :“ Bxπ2pφj ´ idq, U j :“ Bxπ2φj “ p1d ` u˜1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ p1d ` u˜jq.
Then, for any j ě 1, we have
}U j}sj ď p1`}u˜1}s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p1`}u˜j}sjq
p30qď exp
˜ÿ
kě1
ξp2 rm´1qνξmpj´1q
¸
ď expp2ξp2 rm´1qνq p2qă e,
so that
}U j`1 ´ U j}s˚ “ }U jp1d ` u˜j`1q ´ U j}s˚ ď }U j}sj`1}u˜j`1}sj`1
p30qď eξp2 rm´1qνξmpj´1q,
which implies
}U j ´ 1d}s˚ ď 2 e ξp2 rm´1qν p2qď 12
and then letting j Ñ 8, we get the estimate on π2pBxφ˚ ´ 1dq. Finally, observe that,
thanks to [Kou19, Theorem 6.2.2, page 148] (see also [CK19]), (5) yields (8)
13See [Zeh10, Proposition II.2.].
14Recall that ex ´ 1 ď x ex , @ x ě 0.
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Appendix
A Reminders
A.1 Classical estimates (Cauchy, Fourier, Cohomological Equa-
tion)
Lemma A.1 ([CC95]) 1. Let p P N, r, s ą 0, y0 P Cd and f a real–analytic function
Dr,spy0q with
}f}r,s :“ sup
Dr,spy0q
|f |.
Then,
(i) For any multi–index pl, kq P Nd ˆ Nd with |l|1 ` |k|1 ď p and for any 0 ă r1 ă r, 0 ă
s1 ă s,15
}BlyBkxf}r1,s1 ď p! }f}r,spr ´ r1q|l|1ps´ s1q|k|1.
(ii) For any k P Zd and any y P Drpy0q
|fkpyq| ď e´|k|1s}f}r,s.
2. Let p P N, ω P ∆τα and f P Ar,s and xfy “ 0. Then, for any 0 ă σ ă s, the system
Dωg “ f, xgy “ 0
has a unique solution in Ar,s´σ such that for any multi–index k P Nd with |k|1 “ l
}Bkxg}r,s´σ ď Cl
}f}s
α
σ´pτ`lq,
where Cl :“ 2d`1´pτ`lq
a
Γp2pτ ` lq ` 1q (see [Ru¨s75, CC95]).
A.2 Implicit and Inverse function Theorems
Firstly, we recall the classical implicit function Theorem, in a quantitative framework.
Lemma A.2 [Chi12] Let r, s ą 0, n,m P N, py0, x0q P Cn ˆ Cm and16
F : py, xq P Dnr py0q ˆDms px0q Ă Cn`m ÞÑ F py, xq P Cn
15As usual, Bly :“ B
|l|1
By
l1
1
¨¨¨By
l
d
d
, @ y P Rd, l P Zd.
16Here, Dnr pz0q denotes the ball in Cn centered at z0 and with radius r.
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be continuous with continuous Jacobian matrix Fy. Assume that Fypy0, x0q is invertible
with inverse T :“ Fypy0, x0q´1 such that
sup
Dnr py0qˆD
m
s px0q
}1n ´ TFypy, xq} ď c ă 1 and sup
Dms px0q
|F py0, ¨q| ď p1´ cqr}T } . (A.1)
Then, there exists a unique continuous function g : Dms px0q Ñ Dnr py0q such that the fol-
lowing are equivalent
piq py, xq P Dnr py0q ˆDms px0q and F py, xq “ 0;
piiq x P Dms px0q and y “ gpxq.
Moreover, g satisfies
sup
Dms px0q
|g ´ y0| ď }T }
1´ c supDms px0q
|F py0, ¨q|. (A.2)
B Outline of the proof of Lemma 6
Here, we aim to sketch the proof of the general KAM step. We refer the reader to [CK19,
Kou19] for more details.
Step 1: Construction of the Arnold’s transformation The symplectomorphism φ1
is generated by the real–analytic map y1 ¨ x` εgpy1, xq i.e.
φ1 :
#
y “ y1 ` ε gxpy1, xq
x1 “ x` εgy1py1, xq ,
(B.1)
in such a way that $’&’%
H 1 :“ H ˝ φ1 “ K 1 ` ε2P 1 on Dr1,s1pD 17q ,
det B2y1K 1py1q ­“ 0 , @ y1 P D 17 ,
By1K 1pD 17q “ ByKpD7q ,
(B.2)
with$’’&’’%
P 1py1, x1q :“ P`py1, ϕpy1, x1qq , P` :“ P p1q ` P p2q ` P p3q , P p3q :“ 1
ε
pP ´ pP q ,
P p1q :“
ż
1
0
p1´ tqKyypεtgxq ¨ gx ¨ gxdt , P p2q :“
ż
1
0
Pypy1 ` εtgx, xq ¨ gxdt ,
(B.3)
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where ϕpy1, ¨q is the inverse of the map x1 ÞÑ x` εgy1py1, xq and pP is the approximation of
P given in [Ru¨s01, Theorem 7.2].17 Moreover,
Kypy1q ¨ n ­“ 0, @ 0 ă |n|1 ď κ, @ y1 P Dr1pD 17q pĂ DrpD7qq , (B.4)
and the generating function a g is given by
gpy1, xq :“
ÿ
0ă|n|1ďκ
´ pPnpy1q
iKypy1q ¨ n e
in¨x. (B.5)
Step 2 Now, we provide the construction performed in Step 1 with quantitative estimate.
First of all, notice that18
}P ´ pP }r,s¯,D7 ď 2ρM , } pP }r,s¯ ď }P }r,s,D7 ` }P ´ pP }r,s¯,D7 ď p1` 2ρqM. (B.6)
Observe also that for any y P D7, 0 ă |n|1 ď κ and y1 P Dr¯pyq,
|Kypy1q ¨ n| ě α
2|n|τ
1
. (B.7)
Now, using Lemma A.1–2. and (B.6), we get
}g}r¯,s¯,D7 ď C0
p1` 2ρqM
α
σ´τ , }gx}r¯,s¯,D7 ď C0
p1` 2ρqM
α
σ´pτ`1q ,
maxt}By1g}r¯,s¯,D7, σ}B2y1xg}r¯,s¯,D7 , σ2}B3y1xxg}r¯,s¯,D7u ď L,
where
L :“ 2C0 p1` 2ρqM
αr
σ´τ .
we have
}By1 rK}r{2,D7 ď 2Mr , }B2y1 rK}r{2,D7 ď 4Mr2 p17qď K σ¯3 .
Next, we construct D 17 in (B.2). For, fix y P D7 and consider
F : Drˇpyq ˆDr˜pyq ÝÑ Cd
py, zq ÞÝÑ Kypyq ` ε rKy1pyq ´Kypzq.
17With the choices β1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ βd “ 1{2, T “ κ and δ “ ρ
p15q
ď 1{4.
18By definition of pP , see [Ru¨s01, Theorem 7.2].
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Then, one checks easily that Lemma A.2 applies. Thus, we get that F´1pt0uq is given by
the graph of a real–analytic map Gy : Dr˜pyq Ñ Drˇpyq. Afterwards, one checks that the
pieces of the family tGyuyPD7 matches, yielding therefore a global map G on Dr˜pD7q and
that, in fact,G is bi–real–analytic.19 Next, one shows that the expression pKy`ε rKy1q´1˝Ky
defines a map on Dr˜pyq by means of the Inversion Function Lemma A.2. As a consequence,
we get an explicit formula for G:
G “ pKy ` ε rKy1q´1 ˝Ky on Dr˜pyq , (B.8)
and D 17 “ GpD7q. The reminder of the proof then goes exactly as in [CK19] (see also
[Kou19]).
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